
 
October 18, 2016 

 

ZEG Inc. (hereinafter referred to as “ZEG”), a joint venture company of Hearts United Group Co., Ltd. 

(hereinafter referred to as “Hearts United Group”) and ZMP Inc. (hereinafter referred to as “ZMP”), is pleased to 

announce that it has conducted its first overseas automobile test-drive in North America.  

 

ZEG was established as a joint venture company by Hearts United Group and ZMP in January 2015 in view of 

the advances being made in autonomous driving technology and the growing sophistication and complexity of 

related software, and launched services such as the collection of data obtained from automobile test-drives. Since 

then, ZEG has recently gained experience steadily in this business, including receiving orders for test-drive 

projects for autonomous cars as well as conducting test-drives in Japan. 

Since it is essential for automakers manufacturing and selling vehicles throughout the world to collect data and 

conduct test-drives under various road traffic conditions and climatic environments overseas, ZEG has also 

worked to upgrade its operations in order to provide its services worldwide by collaborating with DIGITAL Hearts 

Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of Hearts United Group, and with overseas subsidiaries. For this driving project conducted 

in North America, ZEG worked through DIGITAL Hearts USA Inc. to conduct test-drives that took into account a 

variety of users. 

 

In the automobile industry, where verifications have been conventionally conducted in-house, the increase in 

in-vehicle software has resulted in the need for multifaceted and repeated verifications of numerous functions and 

performance such as safety, convenience and comfort. This has recently led to an emerging need for outsourcing 

test-drive tasks including debugging and data collection operations, and to the increased use and application of 

test-drives themselves. That need is expected to further expand in Japan and overseas in line with the worldwide 

advances in autonomous driving technology.  

Following this driving project conducted in North America, ZEG will strive for the globalization of its business by 

proactively responding to the need for test-drives overseas as well as in Japan, and also work to further improve 

the quality of services by taking advantage of its service experience and its flexible test-drive implementation 

system in order to help creating a safe, pleasant and convenient automobile society. 

 

* The names of the respective companies, their services and products are the trademarks or registered 

trademarks of the companies concerned. 

 

[Contact details for inquiries] 

Ms. Yamagishi 

IR/Corporate Communications Officer, Corporate Planning Division 

Hearts United Group Co., Ltd. 

Tel.: +81-3-6406-0081 (Mon-Fri: 09:30-18:30; weekends/public holidays: closed)  
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